“DREAM BIG”
If there were ever a time to dare,
To make a difference
To embark on something worth doing ,It is now.
Not for any grand cause, necessarily But for something that tugs at your heart
Something that is worth your aspiration
Something that is your dream.
You owe it to yourself
To make your days count.
Have fun. Dig deep. Stretch.
Know, though,
That things worth doing
Seldom come easy,
There will be times when you want to Turn around
Pack it up and call it quits
Those times tell you
That you are pushing yourself
And that you are not afraid to learn by trying.
Trust.
Believe in the incredible power
Of the human mind
Of doing something that makes a difference
Of working hard
Of laughing and hoping
Of lasting friends
Of all the things that will cross your path
Next year
The start of something new
Brings the hope of something great.
Anything is possible
There is only one you
And you will pass this way but once.
Do it right.

YIXUAN PAN
Given the choice again,
I will never regret coming
to BAPM. Memorable 1.5
years in my life makes
me smile no matter
when it comes to mind,
no matter what is going
on.

NANDITHA SREE
"My favorite animal is the turtle. The
reason is that in order for the turtle to
move, it has to stick its neck out. There are
going to be times in your life when you’re
going to have to stick your neck out.
There will be challenges and instead of
hiding in a shell, you have to go out and
meet them."- Ruth Westheimer.
Thanks to the MSBAPAM program at
UConn, I gained the confidence to stick
my neck out and achieve my goals :)

DIVYA
AGARWAL
“The expert in anything
was once a beginner” Helen Hales

DURGESH BHARGAVA
It takes a lot of determination and
courage to convert some dreams into
reality. MSBAPM and my wife helped me
convert one of the toughest one!

JING NIU
The last thing you want
to look back at your life
and wonder,
if only.

HAO ZHU

SANDHYA
APARNA
PASHIKANTI
BAPM has given me
one of the best 1.5
years

BAPM opens the
door for me to
the wonderful
world of data
sciences.

MENGDI ZHANG
The time I’ve been through here is really
special to me. It was a new life in a new
place. I met so many amazing people
and had a wonderful time getting on
with them. But time flies so. How I wish I
could create more memories with
everyone. I will miss a lot of things here.
Only hope to keep in touch with all my
friends. <3

YINGQI YANG
I will never forget the
experience in BAPM

VINAY SHASHANK
VADDHIPARTHI
Never realized a year will pass by this
fast. Will miss everything !

MANEESH MENON
A program joined with some
expectation, completed with a
feeling of accomplishing much
more than expected. A Lot
of new skill added to my profile,
an exposure of different people
and a new environment.
I really enjoyed the classes, time spent
with each friend in UCONN, interaction
with professors and the Storrs Campus. I
am proud to say ‘I am an UCONN
Graduate.’

HONGSU CHEN
Never settle, better
matters. Be innovative,
be different. Best wishes
to all BAPMers’.
Fabulous future ahead.
“Students today, Huskies
forever. “
Thank UCONN to give
me a chance to be a
husky fore ever.

RUCHIR
BHARGAVA
Learn from the mistakes
of others. You can
never live long enough
to make them all
yourself.

TRILOKYA
AKULA
"Graduation is an
exciting time with
warm memories of
the past and big
dreams for the
future!"

PRATIK BUNDELA
Whenever I feel low I wear a suit,
whenever I feel the best I wear
another suit

MIA MENGXI YING
Feel the fear and do it anyway.

AARTHI VEMURI
MSBAPM Program not only gave me an
exposure to numerous subjects, but also
gave me a few memories that I can
cherish for the rest of my life. Relevant
curriculum coupled with thought
CHAOYA
provoking assignments has helped most
ZHANG
of us to derive great value out of this
I do data analysis, I lift course. UConn has played a great role
300 pounds, gain
in my transition to the world of
strength and wisdom
Analytics.
far from home. What a
lovely day!

POUYA ANDALIB
The big thing about universities is
learning about yourself and skills
needed for the job we’d like to get or
business we’d like to start. I would say
most of us agree that BAPM program
was a perfect one to foster our minds
in this critical learning phase. I am very
grateful for having a chance to meet
faculty and students from all over the
world. To me, this is just a start of our
journey along with a great community
we are a part of, called BAPM. I will
always be a proud member of this
and contribute as much as I can.

DILIP SAGAR
Follow your passion, Stay true to
yourself, be a Beacon for
hundreds of wanderers. Let us
strive to make this world a better
place to live.
“I shall endeavor to the best of my
p ability, to be worthy of my
institute and my profession.”
I would like to extend my heartfelt
thanks to all faculty and staff of
MSBAPM at UConn for their
guidance and support. BAPM
memories will be cherished for life.

MARCIA XING
“The 1.5 years in MSBAPM is very
challenging but meaningful.
Not only did I improve my technical
and management skills, but also
harvested invaluable friendships. I
learned to work and study hard, at the
same time, don’t forget to take some
times off to smell the roses. All the hard
working moments and crazy partying
moments are memorable and
irreplaceable. Wish everyone the best
of luck in your career and hope to
keep in touch with you in future.”

PARUL KHOLIA
Reminiscing about my
time at UConn always
brings a smile on my
face. It’s been a
beautiful year and a
half studying and
working with my fellow
batch mates, Anna
and Team. Although,
I’m relieved that the
days of sleep
deprivation and the
battle of grades is
over, new challenges
await !

DA LI
Truly happy to be with
BAPM family for 1.5
years. Everything I
learned and everyone I
connected here will be
priceless treasures for my
future career.

NITESH KUMAR
"All our dreams can
come true...if we have
the courage to pursue
them." - Walt Disney
Thanks to the BAPM
program at UCONN.

RAVINDRANATH
RAPAKA
Often when we realize how
treasurable those times were, it's too
late for us to be captured because
the moment has conceded. We
realize too late.

YI-SHAN (CARRIE) CHIN
"Your future doesn’t lie ahead of you,
waiting to happen. It lies deep inside of
you, waiting to be
discovered."
The
MSBAPM program
has given me the
best
tools
to
discover my future,
and to fulfill my
dreams. I am proud
to be one of this big
family. Thank each
and every one of you for giving me such
precious memories to cherish forever!!

LAN MA
Each one of us has the
ability to lead a
dynamic life by
pursuing our unique
goals and dreams.
There are no limits to
what you can
accomplish when you
know who you are
and have faith in what
you can do.

KAVYA KILARI
It's been the
fastest 1.5 years or
me at UConn.
Thanks to MS BAPM –
learned a lot, met
great people, and
made memories!

NARENDRA
NARUKULLA
"Graduate degree is
nothing but a piece of
paper with your name
on it. But the skills we
learn, knowledge we
acquire, and problems
we go through to
get that degree are
invaluable."

DIVYA YADAV
"Had an amazing one
year at UConn."

ZHI ZHANG
"Awesome classmates and faculty,
impressive life in GBLC. Cannot
believe my student life ends soon, and
very excited with new era of my life.
Hope the path ahead is smooth for all
us. Farewell, my friends, I will miss you
all !!"

SASANK
DAGGUBATI
Right from the jitters
during the orientation
to the celebrations
after a successful
client presentation for
the capstone,
MSBAPM has truly
been a roller coaster
ride and I have
enjoyed every bit of it.

This program has equipped me with
skills to dive into the corporate world
and gave a family of friends and
professors to always fall back upon.
It is an experience that would stay with
me forever. Proud to be a husky! Husky
for life!

PRASHANT
VIZZAPU
“You don’t just rise to
the top. There are times
of preparation and
many mountains to
conquer for the
ultimate triumph to the
top.”

ABHISHEK UPPALAPATI
The last one year has been amazing
and I am happy that I had a pretty
steep learning curve during the
program. Most importantly, I will
cherish my new friends and
memories I made here. I hope many
of us will stay in touch.

PARTH
KULKARNI
"The doer alone
learneth". Thank you
MSBAPM for providing
me with this
opportunity...

DILIP CHINNASWAMAIAH
It was a wonderful journey at UCONN
and I feel proud and happy to be part
of the MSBAPM program, this gave me
an opportunity to advance in my
career. I met some marvelous human
beings during the course and I cherish
this period of one and a half years
throughout my life and I would like to
thank the entire faculty of MSBAPM and
my friends for being so gracious, so kind
and so helpful.

NEHA
AGARWAL
I faced many
challenges during
MSBAPM and every
time, I took it as an
opportunity to grow
stronger and perform
my best as I truly
believe in the below
thought.

"Don't be afraid of fear. Because it
sharpens you, it challenges you, it
makes you stronger; and when you run
away from fear, you also run away from
the opportunity to be your best possible
self." - Ed Helms
Thank you MSBAPM for unleashing my
true potential.

MONISHA TYAGI
" We didn't realize we were making
memories we were just having fun"
This MSBAPM
journey has
made me a
stronger
individual !! You
know you have
done it the right
way if you have
done it with the
right bunch of
people
and for me I would have done my
Masters at UConn in no other way

JINZHOU LI
"When nothing seems to help, I go
and look at a stonecutter
hammering away at this rock
perhaps a hundred times without
as much as a crack showing in it.
Yet at the hundred and first blow it
will split in two, and I know it was
not that blow that did it --- but all
that had gone before.”

H. VASANTH
MUNNAMGI
"Be genuine, be
yourself, get critiqued
on the way you
conduct... fewer shall
be the times you get
criticized in the bigger
world"

Now that you've graduated,
Your adventure has begun.
Your schooling has prepared you
For the race life has you run.
We praise you for your efforts,
And send good wishes, too,
For a future filled with happiness,
And your fondest dreams come true.
- MSBAPM Team

